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Eating Out Review - UK

“Parents of under-16s and Millennials are propping up
the eating out market. As a group, parents are not brand
loyal, but they’re willing to trade up if they feel their
purchases are worthwhile. Millennials seem optimistic
about their finances, yet they're also drawn to meal
promotions served in a ...

The Leisure Outlook - UK

“Leisure activities are driven by younger Millennials and
parents of under-16s. Eating at pubs is a popular leisure
activity, yet so is staying-in and ordering a takeaway. As
the pay squeeze intensifies, more people are turning to
free activities such as museums and galleries.
Meanwhile, people are continuing to focus ...

Burger and Chicken Restaurants -
UK

“Parents are vital to burger and chicken restaurants as
the population of 0-14 year-olds grows. Brands are
focusing on non-core items to boost snacking occasions,
while diners want to see less sugar, fat and salt in burger
and chicken meals. Yet the sector is experiencing the
halo effect, with diners ...

Consumers and the Economic
Outlook: Quarterly Update - UK

"The snap election clearly unsettled consumers. All three
of our measures of sentiment fell between April and
May. And the inconclusive result means that there was
no immediate bounce in confidence post-election.
Instead, our data shows that people were even more
concerned after the results were announced than they
were ...

Eating Out: The Decision Making
Process - UK

“Special-occasion diners value quality of food more than
offers while older diners expect low-priced items.
Restaurants are moving away from formal and into
homely interior designs to create third spaces for diners
to feel at home. Fast food outlets may be attracting
diners to visit with free Wi-Fi, but it ...

Foodservice - UK
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